
NATIONAL CHILD

DAY ACTIVITIES
National Child Day is celebrated on November 20th each year.  National Child Day has been

celebrated across Canada since 1993 to commemorate the United Nations' adoption of two

documents centered on children's rights (www.canada.ca).

 

This year, the theme is #8MillionStrong in honour of the power and resilience of all 8 million kids in

Canada and their right to survive and thrive. We're celebrating National Children Day from November

15th - 20th, 2021. Here are some things that you can do in order to support this day:

1 Wear Blue to recognize National Children's Day.

2

Trace both your child's hands on a piece of paper.

On the top of the page, write "I am a kind and

caring kid (child/person)."

Write something on each hand that they will do in

the next week to show they are kind and caring. 

An alternative would be to write something

they have already done that is kind and caring

on one of the hands and something they plan

to do on the other hand.

Hand Craft
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Ask your child, "What does it mean to survive?"

Have your child make a drawing or painting that represents this idea. It's okay for it to be

very abstract!

Talk with your child about what they created. 

If you're doing this activity with a group of children, have them trade pictures and talk to

each other about what they've created

Hang their art up for everyone to see!

Talk and Draw
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I Have the Right to Be a Child by Alain Serres

Children Just Like Me: A Celebration of Children Around the World

Every Human Has Rights: A Photographic Declaration for Kids by Mary Robinson

My Wish For Tomorrow: Words and Pictures from Children Around the World

Stand Up Speak Out: A Book About Children's Rights

Read About It



Preparation: 

You will need:

A copy of the Convention included in this Kit (or from the National Child Day website) 

Chart paper and a marker

A clean garbage can or stuffed animal to be your alien visitor

A suitcase

Photos and items to represent some articles from the Convention:

� toy - right to play

� food item - right to nutritious food

� toy house - right to a home

� soccer ball - the right to be active

� book- the right to an education

Create: An alien visitor using the clean garbage can or stuffed animal. Introduce it as Zorp.

Explain: As has been reported in the news, planet Earth is being visited by friendly aliens.

These aliens are curious about human life. Zorp is here today because he wants to learn

about human children and what they need to live full, healthy and happy lives.

Talking to aliens like Zorp is tricky because we don't speak the same language. So we

are going to give Zorp pictures and items that describe our ideas. We're going to pack

Zorp a suitcase with these items so he can take them home.

Discuss: What do children need to live well? Record your answers on a big piece of paper.

Produce each of your collected items as they are mentioned, and pack them in the suitcase.

For ideas you don't have items for, have someone draw a picture, use photos cut from

magazines, or choose an item from the room to represent it.

Explain: Since Zorp knows nothing about children, he needs us to organize our ideas into two

categories: things you absolutely need to survive and live well (needs) and things that are

nice to have but living well does not depend upon them (wants). Discuss the difference

between "needs" and "wants". Organize the list into the two categories.

Conclude that most basic needs are also called "rights". The governments of the world have

agreed to provide for and protect rights for every child. Using the child-friendly version of the

Convention, paraphrase and discuss a few articles. Do any of these rights surprise you?

Which ones? Why? Do you have all these things? Do all children have these things? Why are

these things important for all children to have?

Wish Zorp well on his journey home!

Lesson: A Curious Visitor (ages 4-8, 30-50 min)
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The Early Childhood Coalition's National Child Day package

"National Child Day" page at Canada.ca

"Celebrate National Child Day" on the Toronto Public Library website
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